**Application Note Abstract**
To operate in the presence of noise, many comparators require some hysteresis to allow graceful output transitions. Combining programmable comparator user modules and internal digital programmable logic (LUTs), it is possible to build a comparator with independently selectable threshold levels. A method of building such a comparator is explored and a sample project is included.

**Introduction**
The comparator is the most fundamental building block of mixed-signal design. It has two analog inputs and a single analog output. It is essentially a differential amplifier with an extremely high open loop gain.

For practical purposes, as shown in Figure 1, \( V_p \) greater than \( V_n \) causes the output to be driven to the positive supply rail. And conversely, \( V_p \) less than \( V_n \), causes the output to be driven to the negative supply rail. What about where \( V_p \) equals \( V_n \)? Well “equal” is not a term analog guys have much use for. (You won’t find an analog guy say “exactly 5 volts.”) A good working definition for “equal” is that brief period in the transition from “less than” to “greater than.” (Or for that matter, from “greater than” to “less than.”) In this very narrow (typically 50 \( \mu \)V) transition span, the output is in its linear range. For the ideal comparator, this transition width is zero.

A comparator allows the transformation of an analog signal to a digital form. When coupled with the appropriate digital circuitry it is possible to measure frequency. Paired with a DAC, it becomes a successive approximation ADC. It can, in itself, be thought of as a two-state (single-bit) ADC.

One fundamental problem is that for slow moving input, noise can cause this signal to dance around the threshold, forcing the output to perform a digital cha-cha-cha. One solution is to get rid of noise, a task no harder than ridding the world of hunger. A more practical solution is to have two thresholds. One for transitions from low to high, and a lower threshold for transitions from high to low. The hysteresis Shown in Equation 1 is defined as the difference of these two thresholds.

\[
V_{\text{hysteresis}} = V_{\text{HighThreshold}} - V_{\text{LowThreshold}}
\]  

Equation 1

If the hysteresis is greater than the noise seen at the input then the transition is guaranteed to be smooth. Many circuit topologies exist to generate comparator hysteresis, however most generate a plus and minus value equidistant away from some common threshold. Such topologies make it difficult to independently change either of the threshold levels. It is desirable to utilize a topology that allows independent alteration of the individual thresholds.
How About Two Comparators and Some Digital Feedback

A straightforward method that allows two isolated threshold levels is having two actual comparators and some digital logic.

The desired operation is:

- When the input is greater than the high threshold ($V_{in} > V_H$), the output is always high.
- When the input is less than the low threshold ($V_{in} < V_H$), the output is low.
- When the output is low, the output will not go high until the input is greater than the high threshold.
- When the output is high, it will not go low until the input is less than the low threshold.

Equation 2 is the Boolean representation of these requirements.

$$\text{Out} = \text{High} + (\text{Out} \cdot \text{Low})$$

The implementation is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Hysteresis Comparator Schematic

A PSoC Solution

This example is implemented with a CY8C29466-24PXI, but most any of the PSoC® family of parts could have been used. This part was chosen because it allows the project to use the parts shipped in the PSoC Evaluation Kit (CY3210-Eval1). This project can easily be cloned to other packages or PSoC families. This is an exercise left to the reader.

This project consists of an analog input on P0[7] and a digital output on P0[6]. The high threshold is set to 75% of the supply voltage while the low threshold is set to 25% of said supply.

A PSoC solution requires two parts:

- Two programmable comparators
- Logic to implement the digital section

From the parameters in Figure 4 it is apparent that the high threshold is set to 75% of the supply voltage while the low threshold is set to 25%.

Figure 3. Dual Comparator Block Placement

Figure 4. Comparator Parameters

Also, each comparator is connected to its respective column comparator bus.

Implementing the digital logic requires two DigBuf user modules renamed “HighBuf” and “LowBuf.” These buffers allow the comparator buses access to the digital rows. They also serve as interconnects allowing input rows to be connected to particular output rows. The block placement and interconnects are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Digital Block Placement and Routing
These buffers, along with the interconnect feedback and digital row logic (LUTs), allow the required logic to be implemented. Following the connections through the LUT shows that the Boolean expression stated in Equation (2) is implemented.

All the software required is code to start the analog user modules. The digital buffers default to an “on” power on state. The program is shown below in example Code 1.

Code 1
//------------------------
// Hysteresis Example
 //------------------------
#include <m8c.h>
#include "PSoCAPI.h"
void main()
{
    HighThreshold_Start(HighThreshold_HIGHPOWER);
    LowThreshold_Start(LowThreshold_HIGHPOWER);
    while(1);
}

The pinout for this example project is shown below in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Pinout for Example Project

The output does not go high until the input exceeds 3.75V and only returns low when the signal is less than 1.25V. There is 2.5V of hysteresis.

Quickly changing the lower threshold to 50% and running under the same conditions, Figure 8 shows that the lower threshold has changed.

Summary

Comparator hysteresis allows for threshold detection in the presence of noise. The two comparator and digital logic allows for independently adjustable thresholds. PSoC, with its programmable comparators, digital block buffers, and LUTs, make easy implementation of this circuit topology. Under software control, each threshold can independently be changed.

Note: This project is configured to operate at 5V. The comparator thresholds are set to 75% and 25% of the supply voltage. A 4.6-V 1-kHz sinusoid, centered around 2.5V, stimulus is fed into the signal input. This signal along with the digital output, is displayed in the oscilloscope screen shot shown in figure 7.

Figure 7. 75% High Threshold, 25% Low Threshold

The output still goes high only when the input exceeds the 3.75V threshold, but now only goes low when the input drops 2.5V. There is now a 1.25V hysteresis.

Figure 8. 75% High Threshold, 50% Low Threshold

Proof is in the Pudding

This project is configured to operate at 5V. The comparator thresholds are set to 75% and 25% of the supply voltage. A 4.6-V 1-kHz sinusoid, centered around 2.5V, stimulus is fed into the signal input. This signal along with the digital output, is displayed in the oscilloscope screen shot shown in figure 7.
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